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Savvy Customers Demand Smarter Pricing and Distribution

Don’t Leave Money  
on the Table
From “In a Tech Backwater, A Profit 
Fortress Rises” by George Anders, 
The Wall Street Journal, July 10, 
�007.

We see many very high-value-add prod-
ucts and services in a wide range of in-
dustries; most have pricing problems. 
From financial services to software to 
medical devices, suppliers complain 
about the commoditization of their of-
fers by increasingly sophisticated buyers. 
One “dirt company” doing a terrific job 
in this area, Linear Technology Corp., 
makes analog microprocessors. It com-
petes with firms, like Texas Instruments, 
in a business that has plenty of suppli-
ers, uses old equipment, and has been 
around for years.

Linear is unique in that its CEO, Rob-
ert Swanson, figured out long ago that 
he and his team had to “Price with 
Confidence.” If a customer pushes on 
price too much, then they walk away 
from the business. How? They start by 
forming a clear understanding of the 
value that Linear’s products create for 
customers. They know how their de-
vices perform relative to competitors 

and make that a foundation to develop a 
simple pricing strategy. 

In fact, Swanson’s focus isn’t revenue 
or market share, rather it is profit. This 
reflects our ongoing mantra: “Price for 
profits, innovate for growth.” Swanson 
requires that his managers understand 
their product’s value and not leave mon-
ey on the table. In a recent presentation, 
he insisted that the price of a $1.50 de-
vice be increased a dime. A dime? Yup, 
a dime. By focusing on a figure so small, 
he sends a clear signal to his employees 
that Linear “Prices with Confidence.” 
The result: The firm earns an additional 
$343 million in profit. Wow!

Linear’s biggest challenge may well be 
the attention that this Journal piece may 
bring. The big guys will come after some 
of the corporation’s markets. The com-
pany will have to learn some lessons 
from Intuit Software, which has made 
mighty Microsoft dance to its tune in 
the tax and accounting software sectors. 
Linear also must develop a strategy that 
shields its high-value markets from in-
tense competition and a price war. How 
will it do that? By continually innovat-
ing its own products away from its com-
petitors. 

One more thing. These guys follow the 
number one rule of business: Simplicity. 
No fancy strategy or tools, just a basic 
connection with customers, lots of brain-
power, and motivation.

Do You Have the Correct 
Distribution Strategy?
From “Detroit Confronts Surplus of 
Showrooms” by Neal E. Boudette, 
The Wall Street Journal, June 18, 
�007.

When you buy a car these days, most 
people know you start by deciding which 
model you want. The next step is to pull 
the dealer cost off the Internet. Finally, 
you find three or four dealers to compete 
with each other for business. Net result: 

you end up with a car for only a few 
hundred bucks over the dealer cost. 

This is a tough time for sellers. They 
used to increase revenues by offering 
vehicles to less market-savvy customers 
who could be counted on to pay close 
to the list price. The real problem is the 
auto makers have the wrong distribu-
tion strategy. 

Remember, there are three methods. Ex-
clusive distribution means you have only 
one dealer in a particular area or region. 
This is what Mercedes and Saturn do. 
This eliminates a lot of the price compe-
tition. Intensive distribution means that 
every possible outlet carries your prod-
ucts. Beer companies use this to ensure 
that, if you want a Bud, it is available in 
every cooler for you. In the middle lies 
selective distribution, where the com-
pany limits the number of dealers in an 
area and selects them according to cer-
tain performance and value-add criteria. 

The Detroit guys lost control of their 
distribution strategy long ago when 
they began to use their dealers to store 
their overstocks of cars. The assumption 
was “if we push the metal out to them, 
they’ll take care of the selling to final 
consumers.”

It has not worked. Instead, dealers alien-
ate high-value, loyal customers by charg-
ing too much (or by providing lousy ser-
vice) because they enter into price wars 
with close area competitors. 

GM, Ford, and Chrysler have between 
256 and 285 dealers per percentage point 
of market share. By comparison, Toyota 
has only 104. Its dealers don’t have to 
compete as much on price and can pro-
vide high levels of service to all custom-
ers.

So, what’s your distribution strategy? 
Have you lost control? Don’t worry. Now 
is a great time to learn a lesson that, even 
after 20 years, Detroit still struggles 
with. 

The Holden Advisors Newsletter 
offers thoughtful commentary and 
timely excerpts from leading media 
publications. In the first of two re-
cent essays from the newsletter, Dr. 
Reed Holden shows how to increase 
profits by learning to “Price with 
Confidence.” Reed will be leading a 
workshop on this topic at the October 
2007 PPS conference in Orlando, 
Fla. The second essay examines how 
the wrong distribution strategy can 
undermine a company’s pricing goals. 
For more information, go to www 
.holdenadvisors.com or call 
978-405-0020.




